ProMach product brands Ossid and Quest are even better together, offering fully Automatic Fill & Seal Packaging Solutions to support food and e-commerce packaging customers with a reduction of labor and increased efficiency and output.
Your quality, your sales, your reputation, your future—it’s all on the line every day. ProMach understands that spikes in demand make it critical for you to adjust productivity when you need to get product out the door as quickly as possible. Continuous changes in equipment needs require packaging systems that balance flexibility, reliability and cost. ProMach offers tailored solutions to fit your market requirements that can meet the demands of evolving market conditions. With ProMach Fully Automatic Fill & Seal Packaging Solutions, you’ll see how your packaging line can deliver more than you thought possible. Ossid and Quest, both ProMach product brands, specialize in combining machinery to fill, load, package, and palletize your products automatically, ensuring efficiencies and giving you the peace of mind that your customers will be taken care of.

**OSSID®**

**SEMI AND FULLY AUTOMATIC TRAY SEALERS**
Ossid is the North American leader in tray packaging equipment for case-ready products. Our line of tray sealing packaging machines are perfect for a variety of case-ready packaging needs.

Whether you are in need of a packaging machine for small test runs prior to a new product launch, or you routinely package your products as part of a large scale processing operation, there are tray sealer machines available that will specifically fit your needs. Ossid tray sealers are designed for your growing market offering a robust, affordable solution for your tray sealing and vacuum skin pack applications.

**REEFORM SERIES THERMOFORMERS**
The Reepack ReeForm Series of thermoforming packaging machines offer a wide range of options to meet specific customer applications. From standard entry-level to flexible and compact models, these high-performance machines can process flexible and rigid film with different thicknesses and for several film widths, forming depths, and cut-off lengths. The machines are stainless steel for efficient sanitation in wash down environments and the easy-open frame allows access to all parts of the machine for cleaning or maintenance. Ossid is the North American master distributor for the Reepack brand, and we can help you find the ReeForm machines for your application.

**INDUSTRIAL IN-MOTION CASE SCALE SERIES**
Ossid offers a series of in-motion scales for end of line applications in a variety of industries within distribution centers and food processing facilities. The CS series end of line scales can be configured as case weighing, weigh price labeling, or a combination of both. Customization of application is possible with our in-house development team.
FULLY AUTOMATIC FILL & SEAL PACKAGING SOLUTIONS

QUIK FILL QF100 SOLUTIONS SERIES
The Quest Quik Fill QF100 tray fill solutions utilize a combination of 2D/3D vision, robotics and specialty scales to automate the filling process. This new solution provides a less labor dependent process and eliminates the human guesswork of how much to fill each compartment. The resulting savings in labor and product waste quickly makes a strong return on investment.

QUIK PICK QP100 ROBOTIC PICK & PLACE
Pick and place solutions for direct food handling that can load, orientate, stack and group products into a wide variety of primary packaging machines such as thermoformers, flow wrappers, and vacuum sealers. The QP100 can grip hard-to-handle products, such as poultry, meats and cheese, as well as virtually any other product shape.

QP200 ROBOTIC TOP LOAD CASE PACKER
The Quest Quik Pick QP200 is a robotic top load case packer or pick and place solution optimized for products in flexible packaging. The Quik Pick uses the Fanuc vision system to identify, locate and track incoming products on the conveyor eliminating the need for complex infeed systems and minimizes changeover downtime. Initially developed for customers needing an automation solution for product in delicate flexible packaging and a compact footprint, the Quik Pick can be designed to handle even the most challenging products.

Quest Industrial has engineered the QP200 solution to incorporate the QPick dynamic case packing software, IQ Lighting and Behavior Operator Track System (BOTS) to enable operators to easily interact with the machine as well as identify ways to improve their interactions.

BOXED BOT ROBOTIC PALLETIZER SERIES
The Boxed Bot Series palletizing solution is available as a modular or skid-based solution with additional options available to produce countless solution possibilities. Modular engineering allows for quality control and complete flexibility in machine design for your application. No costly customization is required to meet your requirements. The space-saving skid-based robotic palletizer features a footprint starting at just 8’x10’ to fit into a standard truck. Boxed Bot palletizers feature a long-reach robot that provides higher stack patterns, which better maximize tractor-trailer loading for more efficient shipping.

INDUSTRIES SERVED
Poultry • Red Meat • Smoked Meats • Pork • Seafood • Dairy • Produce • Ready Meals • Food Service • E-commerce
ProMach is a family of best-in-class packaging solution product brands that, together, can package anything with precision, with efficiency, and with performance. Offering an extensive range of capabilities, ProMach has product brands that operate across the entire packaging spectrum - each having a specialization along the line and holding true to delivering on the promise of Performance, Packaged.